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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The COVID-19 pandemic has focused on a singular target — SARS-CoV-2 — and how to neutralize it

using an injection. But the issue of viral illness is so much larger than a single virus or one

pandemic. Humans and viruses coexist. It’s a daily reality that you’ll be exposed to one or more of

them, but not everyone will get sick.

What determines how you fare when exposed to any given virus is a complex mix of genetics and

toxic stressors that degrade your immune system. Those “toxic stressor exposures,” which can be

chemical, physical, biological or psychological in nature, hinder your immune system’s ability to

Wght off viruses,  and they deserve greater recognition in the Wght against COVID-19 and future

pandemics.

As noted by a team of researchers in the journal Food and Chemical Toxicology, the role of toxic

substance exposures is under-reported in the COVID-19 pandemic:

“Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and previous pandemics have been viewed almost

exclusively as virology problems, with toxicology problems mostly being ignored.

This perspective is not supported by the evolution of COVID-19, where the impact of real-

life exposures to multiple toxic stressors degrading the immune system is followed by the

SARS-CoV-2 virus exploiting the degraded immune system to trigger a chain of events

ultimately leading to COVID-19.”

Viruses Won’t Be Going Away

The notion of injecting our way out of viral illness ignores the crucial fact that viruses are all around

us, and it’s impossible to develop an injection for every one that’s dangerous. Currently, there are

about 263 viruses from 25 viral families known to infect humans.  But this is just the tip of the

iceberg. More than 1,100 viruses have been identiWed in animals and humans, but even this doesn’t

give the full picture of how many viruses are circulating around us.

The Global Virome Project revealed that about 1.67 million viral species may have yet to be

discovered in mammals and birds, and up to 827,000 of them have zoonotic potential, meaning

they’re capable of being transmitted from animals to humans.  It should be noted that viruses aren’t

all bad.

Some of them may offer beneWcial effects, like helping to regulate gut microbiota and to protect

against noninfectious diseases. Further, the very exposure to viruses is a necessary evil, one that

primes, maintains and strengthens your optimal immune response:

“The mammalian virome includes diverse commensal and pathogenic viruses that evoke a

broad range of immune responses from the host. A subset of the virome (in particular,

zoonotic viruses that appear to be pathogenic in humans) challenges the immune system

continually.

This process appears to be a dual-edged sword. Healthy immune systems respond

optimally to viral challenges and are further strengthened by the continual challenges,

offering additional protection against other viral challenges.”

Chronic Conditions Linked to COVID-19 Severity, Death

According to data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, only about 5% of

COVID-19 deaths list only COVID-19 on the death certiWcate.  The other 95% have other

comorbidities and underlying conditions that contributed to the death, such as heart disease, high

blood pressure, obesity, cancer or diabetes.

Many of these underlying conditions that increase the risk of severe COVID-19 and death are

caused by toxic exposures, such as poor diet, environmental chemicals, inactivity and stress.

“In short, it is the pervasive, constant exposure to toxic stressors in our environment, in

combination with genetic factors, that cause us to develop diseases that impair our immune

systems and make us susceptible to serious COVID-19 infection,” reported the Alliance for Natural

Health. As the researchers noted, this includes factors such as:

Lifestyle — This includes physical inactivity, smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, poor

diet including ultraprocessed foods and reWned grains and chronic sleep deprivation.

Pharmaceuticals and other iatrogenic causes — Among adults 65 and older, 54% take four or

more prescription drugs.  Immunosuppressants, nonsteroidal anti-ineammatory drugs

(NSAIDs), acetaminophen, surgical stress, anesthesia, antidepressants, antibiotics,

nanomedicine products, adjuvanted vaccines and ionizing radiation therapy can all degrade the

immune system.

Biotoxins and biomaterials — These refer to mold including aeatoxin, as well as viruses and

bacteria.

Occupational and environmental exposures — This type of exposure can include endocrine

disrupting chemicals, microplastics, heavy metals, pesticides, air pollution, radiation, cell

phones and Wi-Fi, heavy metals, PFAS, Wne particulate matter, disinfection byproducts and

more.

Psychosocial and socioeconomic factors — From depression to chronic stress, social isolation,

stressful life events and childhood adversity, these issues can also contribute to poor health.

For instance, researchers from the Alma Mater Studiorum University of Bologna in Italy analyzed

482 COVID-19 patients hospitalized between March 1, 2020, and April 20, 2020.  “Obesity is a

strong, independent risk factor for respiratory failure, admission to the ICU and death among

COVID-19 patients,” they wrote, and the extent of risk was tied to a person’s level of obesity.

Even patients with mild obesity had a 2.5 times greater risk of respiratory failure and a Wve times

greater risk of being admitted to an ICU compared to non-obese patients. Those with a BMI of 35

and over — moderate or severe obesity — were also 12 times more likely to die from COVID-19.

Also, as with many viral infections, COVID-19 appears to have a nutritional component, by which

you may lower your risk of severe outcomes by using vitamins and minerals therapeutically, but

nutrient deWciencies continue to be ignored as oicial risk factors for COVID-19. COVID-19 patients

given a combination of vitamin D, magnesium and vitamin B12, for instance, were signiWcantly less

likely to require oxygen therapy or ICU care compared to patients who did not.

Focusing Only on Virology Misses the Importance of Toxicology

The COVID-19 pandemic response has focused on short-term emergency measures like

quarantines, lockdowns and injections, which do nothing to address the long-term outlook for

helping humans Wght pathogenic viral diseases. Strategies that focus on boosting the immune

system, however, are inexpensive, numerous and readily available, and could save lives now and in

future pandemics:

“There are strong misconceptions about the role played by SARS-CoV-2 in the emergence

of COVID-19, especially the severity of COVID-19 in selected demographic groups. These

misconceptions result in treatments focused on virology without any consideration of

toxicology: containing/attenuating SARS-CoV-2 exposure/viral loads rather than

intrinsically strengthening the immune system.

These virology-based actions do not address the underlying toxicology-based problems

that must be addressed properly in order to decrease human vulnerability to infectious

diseases, including COVID-19.”

Infectious diseases like COVID-19, SARS and ineuenza have a lot in common, including that only a

small fraction who are exposed develop symptoms and, of them, an even smaller percentage die

from the infection, often due to pneumonia or acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Those most likely to die from these infectious diseases include the elderly with underlying

conditions. Having a comorbidity such as heart disease, chronic respiratory disease, cancer,

obesity or diabetes is a more reliable indicator of impaired immunity than even chronological age

among older adults, the Food and Chemical Toxicology researchers explained.

Toxic stressor exposures contribute not only to these underlying conditions but also to metabolic

stress and, with chronic conditions often comes elevated baseline ineammation, which further

increases the risk of dying when exposed to a virus like SARS-CoV-2. All of these factors add up to

increased vulnerability to infectious disease — vulnerability that likely could be prevented:

“The most severe consequences from COVID-19 and inRuenza stem from a

degraded/dysfunctional immune system, and the exploitation of the degraded immune

system by the virus. For a healthy immune system, the virus would be unable to overcome

its strong defenses, and would be neutralized.”

The Public Should ‘Quarantine’ From Toxic Stressors

The study used a hypothetical scenario that it would take exposure to four hazardous elements

during the COVID-19 pandemic to result in fatal pneumonia. These might be pesticides, poor diet,

wireless radiation and SARS-CoV-2. “Assume that any combination of three of the four hazardous

elements would not be suicient to result in pneumonia, and would result in no symptoms,” they

noted.

Yet, public health oicials targeted only one potential hazard, SARS-CoV-2, ignoring the myriad

other toxic stressors that, together, have a much greater presence and impact on public health.

“The key concept here is that the virus-toxic stressors combination nexus is determining the

ultimate health outcome, not necessarily any one of the constituents in isolation,” they said.

The reason that SARS-CoV-2 was singled out as the only toxic stressor to target, according to the

study, has to do with political and Wnancial reasons, not scientiWc ones, protecting major production

and consumption stakeholders like the pharmaceutical industry, food industry and biotech industry.

In order to protect the public, however, a “quarantine” from the toxins listed above — ultraprocessed

foods, environmental chemicals, wireless radiation and much more — would be far more effective

than quarantining from one virus:

“Assigning responsibility for the pandemic to Mother Nature rather than to those who bear

the major responsibility for laying the pandemic groundwork ensures that these harmful

practices and their associated pandemics (including the annual deaths of the most

vulnerable demographic related to the so-called inRuenza epidemics/pandemics) will

continue unabated.

Why are not any of the other constituents of the virus-toxic stressors combination nexus

being placed under effective ‘quarantine’ from the public? Why are not smoking, or air

pollution, or excess alcohol, or wireless radiation, or agrochemicals, or industrial

chemicals, being placed under quarantine?

There is no lack of evidence of linkages between these environmental pollutants and

immune-related diseases.”

Rather than waiting for “oicial” advice to make common sense, positive changes in your life that

will bolster your immune response, let this be your motivation. The more you avoid toxic exposures

like unhealthy food, chemicals, unnecessary pharmaceuticals, social isolation, inactivity and

pesticides, the better your immune system will function, and the healthier you’ll be in the event of

any viral exposure that may come your way.

For long-term pandemic prevention, the researchers believe, and I would strongly agree, that

toxicology-based approaches should be given priority over virology-based approaches. They

added:

“Since current COVID-19 treatments globally ignore the toxicology component almost

completely, only limited bene[ts can be expected from these treatments.

… A more protective quarantine (for the current pandemic and against future pandemics)

would be to impose effective ‘quarantines’ for the public against the intrinsically toxic

constituents of the virus-toxic stressors combination nexus (e.g., pesticides, PFOS, PCBs,

nerve agents, wireless radiation, etc.).

… If such a strategy had been followed consistently in the past, it could have

prevented/minimized the incidence and outcome of COVID-19.”

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signiWcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speciWcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proliWc censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,942 ratings

ORDER NOW
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In Natural Medicine it is considered latent disease. When the body and mind are predisposed to a declared disease there is a prior risk.

Latent disease are the metabolic problems associated with ineammation such as obesity that predisposes to many pathologies, They

are diseases of the land, that is, blood, tissues and organs that do not work well and are predisposed to be a victim of pathogenic

substances and more serious diseases such as cancer when other toxic risks are added, A fundamental basis is the malfunction of the

immune system.

We must consider the effect of toxins. We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the food, as well as the

manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines and

prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body and damage DNA,

creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or any virus can mutate, and we are seeing, from Dr. Mercola's reports,

sharing analyzes with scientists, who defend true science, that these toxics and latent diseases are precisely those that cause serious

reactions and deaths from the coronavirus that Covid-19 causes.

5G and 4G wireless technologies are linked to acute and persistent oxidative stress in the body. Prolonged exposure to 5G and 4G

radiation can damage cells, tissues, proteins, and DNA, as well as suppressing natural immunity. These effects could explain why the

Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) has been particularly devastating in areas where these technologies are proliWc. North America and

Europe are among the highest number of new "cases," which could be the result of their populations being fried by 5G and 4G

throughout the day. www.thebigwobble.org/2020/12/5-and-4g-is-linked-to-cell-and-tissue.htm..
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The biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras drew up a map of the countries, regions and even small

communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a

clear, compelling and irrefutable relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The

hypothesis also ensures that this technology weakens the immune system and makes its inhabitants more likely to be infected.

www.change16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potenciacio..  

In this link several scientiWc articles on the effect of electromagnetic Welds and blood clotting. The result of the studies carried

out allowed me to draw the following conclusions: Contact with electromagnetic Welds had an ineuence on the changes in the

coagulation and Wbrinolytic systems in the people examined. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11320559   According to research

scientist Stephanie Seneff, one of the key aspects of glyphosate toxicity is the destruction of immunity. Studies have shown

that many chronic diseases begin in the gut and it is important for anyone to eliminate food contaminated or grown with

glyphosate to restore the diversity of the gut microbiomes.

When a virus enters our body, due to the accumulation of glyphosate, energy-producing cells called mitochondria cannot

produce their main energy ingredient called ATP. ATP helps remove the virus from our cells. Glyphosate interferes with the ATP

energy process of our body cells. If cells are unable to produce ATP, the immune system has a hard time clearing the virus and

recovering from Covid-19. www.naturalhealth365.com/glyphosate-and-covid-link-3957.html  ~

www.healthWrstdc.com/blog/covid-19-and-glyphosate-how-are-they-connec..
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The Pandemic Cause No One Wants to Talk About
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

Toxic stressor exposures, which can be chemical, physical, biological or psychological in

nature, hinder your immune system’s ability to Wght off viruses, and they deserve greater

recognition in the Wght against COVID-19 and future pandemics

'

Most (95%) of COVID-19 deaths have other comorbidities and underlying conditions that

contributed to the death, such as heart disease, high blood pressure, obesity, cancer or

diabetes

'

Many of these underlying conditions that increase the risk of severe COVID-19 and death are

caused by toxic exposures, such as poor diet, environmental chemicals, inactivity and stress

'

The COVID-19 pandemic response has focused on short-term emergency measures like quarantines, lockdowns and injections, which do nothing to

address the long-term outlook for helping humans Wght pathogenic viral diseases

'

The reason that SARS-CoV-2 was singled out as the only toxic stressor to target, according to the study, has to do with political and Wnancial reasons,

not scientiWc ones, protecting major production and consumption stakeholders like the pharmaceutical industry, food industry and biotech industry

'

In order to protect the public in the long-term, a “quarantine” from toxins like ultraprocessed foods, environmental chemicals, wireless radiation and

much more would be far more effective than quarantining from one virus

'
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Thanks Gui. Mostly that talk I've heard connecting this pandemic to 5G has been not based on an article, and comes across

sounding like a conspiracy theory. I always thought there should be some data on this. Thank you for providing your link.
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Thanks stoneharbor. A great research work by Stephanie Seneff on Glyphosate and Covid-19. CONNECTING THE DOTS:

GLYPHOSATE AND COVID-19. www.https://jennifermargulis.net/glyphosate-and-covid-19-connection//   Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D.

makes an analysis of how glyphosate can affect the severity of COVID-19 disease. Seneff, ask yourself these questions:  1.

What’s the difference between the people who quickly succumb to the virus and tragically die, like this father and teacher in

New York, and people, like my colleague’s daughter, who barely notice they are sick?  2. And what’s the difference between the

geographical locations where the virus is causing a serious crisis and those that hardly notice a departure from normalcy?

Stephanie Seneff Senior Research Scientist at MIT's Laboratory of Computer Science and ArtiWcial Intelligence in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, USA Dr. Seneff has published more than 200 peer-reviewed articles in scientiWc journals and conference

proceedings. Her recent interests have focused on the role of toxic chemicals and micronutrient deWciencies in health and

disease, with particular emphasis on the widespread herbicide Roundup and the mineral sulfur. Her research has led to a strong

hypothesis that glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup, is the key factor in the epidemic of autism and many other

neurological, metabolic, oncological and autoimmune diseases.
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Gui,  People would be shocked at the burdens of industrial toxins and metals they carry around...Put metal into a 5G microwave

oven?  Sizzlesizzle Pop!   Wise to know and have a hair mineral/metal analysis followed by correction of mineral levels and

targeted detoxiWcation of metals....The HHS maWa as beneWciaries of industrial/pharma world, still insists on the safety of

known toxins.  Bureaucracies are our greedy jailers.
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Hey Gui, it's pretty well established those who are Germaphobe's, using excessive cleaning actually end up having more health

problems. Yet we also have multiple other offenders as well, * "The reason SARS-CoV-2 was singled out as the only toxic

stressor to target, according to the study, has to do with political & Wnancial reasons, not scientiWc ones, protecting major

production & consumption stakeholders like the pharmaceutical industry, food industry & biotech industry." * With the

lockdowns, super cleansing programs, avoiding healthy living in general has only served to dampen, reduce one's immune

system to ultimately make us likely susceptible to more than the Covid. As we have seen  feedback seems those other

offenders get labeled as the Covid, other than what they are.

One may wonder is there any way to test to see if those who were given one of the many Jab's who have had the Covid, yet had

no symptoms, little or mild, yet got stuck with being forced into getting a Jab, can sue those parties who have dictated the

mandates for 97 to 98%  compliance? We know Vax company's have long enjoyed an immunity shield for their formulas & the

Jabs get the same on steroids. I'm asking if Dr. Falsie, Gates, the many politicians, talking heads who have continually moved

the non-existing herd immunity goal posts further & beyond ridiculous. The herd it appears they are desperate to achieve is to

bully 100% of us into disastrous outcomes & blame it on anything other than what it is. To protect all their toxic enterprises

making us sick, ultimately leading to  unhealthy dis-eased lives, & untimely unnatural deaths. Why? Apparently while killing Our

Garden, Planet Earth with anti-life measures, it somehow feeds their delusional drive to achieve a Trans-human existence.

Memories Wled into computer chips, no different than ideas put into word in a book. So the decay rate may be slower than paper,

but it is all for naught. Words, pixels are not living thinking beings.
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Guillermo … What do you make of this? Based on this NIH guideline, it appears ivermectin was approved by the NIH as a

treatment for COVID-19!

www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/.../table-2e
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Indeed RANDALL, we are talking about authentic explosive cocktails with 5G, glyphosate, heavy metals, etc., all are vehicles of

disease and death. Everyone should be informed about the nefarious industrial, pharmaceutical and agri-food corporations led

by billionaires (and government agencies ailiated with corporations) who are invited by the World Economic Forum / Gates

Foundation to be "panelists."

These panelists are representatives of sociopathic, billionaire corporate entities and government agencies who are working

together and have well-established and hidden ulterior motives in common, fueling their lust for power and money and

sacriWcing the human race.
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Very well said, JUST, the objective is as you say to pollute our "GARDEN" and all of Mother Nature and consequently intoxicate

all living species including people. In this way the demand for allopathic drugs grows, which in turn creates more toxicity. It is a

vicious circle that engender disease and death to maintain their markets.

Big Pharma is very active in suppressing vitamins, minerals, and natural healthy foods. They also suppress any information on

natural health, and their friends at the FDA and other government agencies help them vigorously. They are aided by colluded

politicians pushing legislation to favor large corporations and remain unchallenged by mainstream media that have a deeper

ainity for ad revenue than for people's health.

This is the sad reality that you are denouncing. We have a sample in today's report by Dr. Mercola. As The Defender reported in

late July, the guidelines imposed by the CDC for reporting COVID deaths represent an ethically questionable departure from the

previously established industry standard, with coroners and others suspiciously instructed to deWne "deaths involving COVID.

-19 "as" deaths with conWrmed or suspected COVID-19 ".

90.2% fewer deaths would have been attributed to COVID, if the deaths were not being manipulated. All are manipulations and

misinformation to sell more vaccines. As has happened in the past, CDC experts have advised framing a particular eu season

as more "deadly" to drive demand for eu vaccines.
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BREAKING: ATTORNEY THOMAS RENZ REVEALS DOD DATA PROVING COVID VACCINES WORSEN INFECTIONS AND

HOSPITALIZATIONS

An AI-powered Dept. of Defense program named "Project Salus," run in cooperation with the JAIC (Joint ArtiWcial Intelligence

Center), has analyzed data on 5.6 million Medicare beneWciaries aged 65 or older. Data were aggregated from Humetrix, a

real-time data and analytics platform that tracks health care outcomes.

The alarming Wndings show that the vast majority of covid hospitalizations are occurring among fully-vaccinated individuals

and that outcomes among the fully vaccinated are growing worse with each passing week. This appears to Wt the pattern of

so-called Antibody Dependent Enhancement, where the treatment intervention (mRNA vaccines) is worsening health outcomes

and leading to excess hospitalizations and deaths.

These data, presented here, shatter the oicial Biden / Fauci narrative that falsely claims America is experiencing, "a pandemic

of the unvaccinated." The data show that the pandemic actually appears to be accelerated by covid-19 vaccines, while

unvaccinated individuals are having far better outcomes than the vaccinated.

www.brighteon.com/c3c52dd7-7db9-4e1c-b386-58b9a6c97f5b
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FINALLY! Someone has provided us an integrative, holistic perspective on this so-called pandemic! Thank you, Dr. Mercola. I believe

this is the approach that all of us should follow, and deWnitely should provide to others when we talk about this situation. As you say,

we are in the midst of a viral soup all the time, and what keeps us healthy is merely our lifestyle. The ability to have an immune

response appropriate to the threats is just going to be a determined by  these many features of how we live as you well explain. Nice

work!
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Yes, stoneharbor, a toxic soup that makes any pathogen more dangerous and that is degenerating the human race.

Epidemiological and cellular studies on biochemical changes shed light on the causes of some diseases described as diseases

of civilization (dementia, cancers, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, obesity, psychomotor disorders in children and

increased frequency of malformations) . The factors whose undisputed ineuence on the increase in the frequency of

appearance of various "diseases of civilization" that has been proven with environmental toxic pollutants, those that enter the

food, as well as manipulations to biology, vaccines, 5G , pesticides like glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants. and prions,

in humans and animals, are an attack on health and biodiversity.

These toxic substances and pathologies harbor a person will present a greater breeding ground for the aggravation of Covid-19.

The results of these studies conWrm the putative link between air pollution and the rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and support

the hypothesis that pollution-induced overexpression of ACE-2 in human respiratory tract may favor the SARS-CoV-2 infectivity.

Fine particle peaks can modulate the spread and virulence of COVID-19. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2020) ~

link.springer.com/.../s41748-020-00184-4  (2020) ~ www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2590238520305129

 (2020)
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May be better to look at the aging process as an accumulation of toxins from food and environment. In humans this is quite

similar to accumulation of heavy metals in tuna and shark, the largest predators in the oceans. At that vantage point, anyone

(except the FDA/CDC) can see that shooting up the elderly with even more toxins has nothing to do with protecting them,

instead its the opposite of supposedly desired results. This "vaccinate the world" concept is deadly, we have primarily Bill Gates

to thank for this!
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Most deaths are caused by absences of health. That's why doctors are not allowed to cure COVID - the cures improve healthiness.

They are not medicines.  To your health, tracy
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Lack of health marks the path of disease. In Natural Medicine it is considered latent disease. When the body and mind are

predisposed to a declared disease there is a prior risk. Latent disease are metabolic problems associated with ineammation

such as obesity that predispose to many pathologies. They are diseases of the land, that is, blood, tissues and organs that do

not work well and are predisposed to be a victim of pathogenic substances and more serious diseases such as cancer when

other toxic risks are added.A fundamental basis is the malfunction of the immune system.

The basis of Rockefeller's allopathic medicine scheme of disease and death is Louis Pasteur's incorrect and eawed "germ

theory", which states that external microorganisms, such as bacteria and viruses, attack, invade, and infect the body. body, thus

causing disease. Most of the Western world attributes to Pasteur (1822-1895) the pivotal role he played in establishing what we

call "modern medicine," a paradigm that traces the origin of each disease in a single germ. Without Pasteur's theory, most

modern drugs would never be produced, promoted, or prescribed, a fact that explains why the current medical system and its

codependent pharmaceutical industry refuse to acknowledge their eaws or admit their ineffectiveness.

The "theory of the terrain", which was initiated by Claude Bernard (1813-1878) and later developed by Antoine Béchamp

(1816-1908), alleges that the terrain, that is, the internal environment of the body, and not an external germ determines our

health or lack of it. What Béchamp called "terrain" is very close to what modern medicine has now called the innate immune

system.
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We must consider the adaptation of people to diseases, through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of viral

DNA can be found scattered throughout the human genome and scientists are proving this. A study from Stanford University,

California, applied the analysis of big data that fully reveals the extent of the impact of viruses on the evolution of humans and

other mammals.

"When a pandemic or epidemic occurs at some point in evolution, the population that is attacked by the virus adapts or

becomes extinct. We knew that but what really surprised us is the strength and clarity of the pattern we found," he explained

study director David Enard of Stanford University. One of the most surprising data, according to the researchers, is that 30% of

all protein adaptations that have occurred since humans separated from chimpanzees have been driven by viruses. "We are

interested in how we and other organisms evolved and the pressures that made us who we are," said Dr. Petrov.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../160713100911.htm
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Well stated, versatile. You've done a nice, succinct job of putting the MDs in a well-deserved corner, instead of allowing them to

remain front and center as spokesman for health. After all, that 'M' stands for medicine. And in their very title they have pointed

out that they are not about health, but rather medicine.
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"Toxic stressor exposures, which can be chemical, physical, biological or psychological in nature, hinder your "....Every bio-molecular

function!  The game is terrain, not a brain-drain germ/genetic narrative installed by quick-Wxxers and quack salesmen.  Were these

dik-dok-doktors auto mechanics, we'd ride horses..They lost our human owner's manual and burned the maintenance schedule. They

build walls against cell biology, chemistry, physics and their own studies to sell pills.. it takes logic and integrated science to overcome

generations of disinformation and doubt. Only took me about 56yrs to become certain and throw-off all false religions.

If it hasn't occurred to you; Life is electrical in nature!  We run on e- ATP electron energy, self-clean via oxidation/H2O2 and decline due

to acidic hypoxia; oxidative stress.   Every element of our "terrain," our inner ocean, can boost or deplete voltage; a doktor ignores this/

a mechanic can't.  What is actually simple became ultra complex and indecipherable in order to install the pharma monopoly and now

to extort control over civilization. I hate liars, fake religions and any insult to my freedom and happiness.  Until truth reaches a critical

mass, we will remain as they say, "blewed, screwed and tattooed."  A free dose of anti-venom;

 zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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Good summation. the NAC in the nebulizer is truly amazing, thanks for the tip! Now combining with NAC in pill form.  -

Fascinating recent discussion, don't know how it Wts w electrical beings; however, moves up the vibrational scale from

sovereignty to include what you believe, how you see the world, and is it your world or someone else's. (otherwise we get stuck

in the same dark place over and over again) - From Vaccine Choice Canada - surprising depth of info, good w morning coffee as

Jon ran a bit over scheduled hour time-slot! "Jon Rappoport - Who Runs the World and What Can We Do About It?" -

 www.bitchute.com/.../Bt4GeJms70oQ  - pay close attention when he gets to the non-stop horror show, Jon is familiar with

aspects of psy-ops being used. A must-watch/listen, (don't blow it off!)
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Rrrreal, I actually used NAC before I started Mega C....Maybe "they" will start talkin NAC like Ivermec?  Still the most daring

network heads rail against mandates, yet all brag they got vaxxxed? BTW, Everything Wts the electrical hypothesis;;; Boys/girls,

positive negative attractions/repulsions, molecular behaviors throughout the universe....Without redox interaction the world

would be stale and inanimate...thus charge terrain is the foundation of biology and can be addressed through a series of

actions, not every pill in the drugstore. I don't usually cite studies, I interpret and simplify the obtuse language of science, but

here's NAC, one more time;  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937
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NOW you mention that you started with it?  because when I Wrst started taking NAC, swore it was a waste of time and energy

because nothing seemed to happen! No conversion? No energy boost? No grabbing on to toxins...must have been down some

rabbit hole going "what's the fuss about this supplement?"  So after 4 years of your mega C and another 18 months of Chris

Shade's gsh, lipo C, more lipo C and mega C, (as Dr Levy suggested mix these forms up, right?) Revisited NAC this summer,

noticeable difference. Maybe climbed up the ladder in my personal rabbit hole...blue skies ahead?
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Also from Dr. Mercola and Dr. Klinghardt. The three pillars of detoxiWcation in general and metal detoxiWcation in particular are:

 1. Clean and clear your GI tract of metals and toxins, with thiol functionalized silica (Intestinal Metal Detox or IMD) with a

doctor, or with chlorella, plus charcoal and clay, both of which bind all the other toxins. Herbs like dandelion and goldenrod are

good for giving your liver and kidneys extra support. Burdock root and dandelion help cleanse the blood. Make sure you drink

plenty of water to eush out toxins. Remember, if you are detoxifying and feeling very bad; you will need to remove more toxins

from your gastrointestinal tract and your blood. When you do that, drop your Nrf2 regulators and instead take more binders for

the gastrointestinal tract and more herbs that support the liver and kidneys. Drink a lot of water. When you feel clear again, start

over with the Nrf2 regulators.

2. Optimize glutathione. Boost your glutathione levels, either with precursors (like N-acetylcysteine [NAC] or whey protein) or a

liposomal glutathione formula. Glutathione is the dominant substance that binds to mercury and helps remove it from your

tissues, along with other heavy metals. 3.Regular of Nrf2 in cells with R-lipoic acid, polyphenols and sulfur-based compounds,

from cruciferous vegetables and allium. The Ayurvedic herb haritaki is beneWcial, as are sulforaphane (broccoli seed extract)

and allicin and diallyl disulWde (garlic). All of these regulate Nrf2 and aid in detoxiWcation.
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Zinc helps expel cadmium, a metal that causes more cancers than all other metals combined. Selenium also prevents viral

replication and helps remove arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, mercury, and silver. Potassium helps expel thallium. Iodine to

displace euorine. DR. KLINGHARDT: 2016 CONFERENCE NOTES.  - Some studies have shown that melatonin can help to

detoxify the brain as well as to help with parasites, viruses, etc. in the brain. Dr. Klinghardt Wnds that only liposomal melatonin

gets into the brain.  - Cannabis has been shown to increase levels of melatonin in the body.  - All along people have focused on

detoxifying with glutathione, but melatonin is even better.  - EMFs keep metals from being properly detoxiWed in the body.

www.betterhealthguy.com/klinghardt-2016  

DR. MED. DIETRICH KLINGHARDT M.D., PH.D., ON EFFECTIVE HOLISTIC HEAVY METAL DETOXIFICATION (CHELATION)

docshare04.docshare.tips/.../175192800.pdf   HOW TO DETOX HEAVY METALS thewholejourney.com/detox-heavy-metals
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Rrrreal..  Note the dosages in the study!  There is a quantitative aspect to these supplements varying with body wt and depth of

ineammation...So many electrons to overcome the quantity of acidic protons.
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Yes gui, thanks!

Forbidden, I read that paper with a highlighter. Here's the part I was paying attention to: Given "that oral NAC (600mg, bid)

signiWcantly decreased the frequency and severity of ineuenza, oral NAC may reduce the incidence of pneumonia as well."  

Otherwise went into mM/ and all sorts of std European nomenclature, yes? Did I miss something (speed reading again?).
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Thanks Gui, Many ways to skin the poison cat/good links...I reduced detoxiWcation to; 1) Using electron-rich Mega C to charge

neutralize positively charged metal ions and mobilize them into the bloodstream from where they hide...2) Chelate toxins with

chlorella, charcoal, clay, green vegetables....And add sulfur containing  RALA, NAC, MSM and K2 synergies...Mineral

corrections; Mg/Se/ZN/I...Sauna,sunshine.....All superstars in my electrical approach. Removing metals and positively charged

metals/pathogens/cancers helps correct downstream issues along w real nutrition, good lifestyle choices and emotional

fearlessness removing self defeating thoughts and monkey-mind mantras.
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Rrrreal...Yeah the part about increasing doses oral/IV/Nebulized with severity of infection.
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Heavy metal detox drink: 2 bananas - 2 cups blueberries - 1 cup cilantro - 1 TSP barley grass juice powder - 1 TSP spirulina - 1

TSP Atlantic dulse - 1 orange  - 1 cup water
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I think that the current spike in cases is caused by people becoming overconWdent by thinking that the 'vaccine' will protect them from

the virus.
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I suspect, w some evidence, another a wave left FL and TX mid-August heading north towards the upper mid-West. Another

issue is many senors found ways to get a booster shot well before the govt. said these are available. Begged, pleaded, who

knows what these boostered people may be shedding, yes?
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes indeed ! And beyond the physical realm, man should reclaim his self-esteem. We have been groomed from birth to consider

ourselves as a number of a whole, as a disposable non-entity. Every individual life has a purpose, a uniqueness. Even a blade of grass

cannot be replaced by another. For man, what is lacking the most to reach that inner feeling is family life of which we are so much

deprived.
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EarthTruth
Joined On 7/29/2021 5:16:45 PM
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This is untrue. Toxic stressor exposure is NOT "the pandemic cause no one wants to talk about." That is a pandemic SYMPTOM and

numerous individuals have talked about that. The actual "pandemic CAUSE no one wants to talk about" are the “The 2 Married Pink

Elephants In The Historical Room” ... www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  Nearly all toxic stressor exposure in Western

nations is caused by this extremely destructive duo of anti-truth humans that makes up around 95%-99% of all industrialized humans.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think what was meant is that stress is a factor in lowering resistance.  Stress increases depletion of nutrients needed for

immunity.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Almond...  Yes depletes nutrients, stress also attacks the autonomic nervous system and genetic expression.   Bruce Lipton;

 www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh man, was listening to someone on the recent replay of Fatty Liver Masterclass discuss how stress causes excess cortisol

release, it screws up the adrenals if kept stressed for long periods of time. The liver takes a hit from excess cortisol as well,

leading to weight gain and a host of other negative side effects. Excess cortisol is also known to create leaky gut, often adding

more insult to injury.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A to your book, Dr Mercola, I ordered it, waited three months and was never delivered. The publisher ordered another copy, but this one

was also never delivered. I reluctantly had to cancel the order. I am sure that nefarious efforts were made to block delivery. I

suggested it before, but wish to repeat my recommendation, that to avoid possible suppression Dr Mercola should provide reloadable

copies of his book. This would save delivery costs and time and certainly prevent blocking.
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Almond
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I had a similar problem and it was obvious that Amazon tried not to deliver.  They emailed and asked me if I wanted to cancel

my order.  I Wnally did when they did not deliver.  I ordered direct from the published and got it within days.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos34 Try abebooks, www.abebooks.com I use them for many book purchases and they list it now.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wanted to post this video to share its information with everyone, and then to give my comment about it. I tried this on YouTube,

and they instantly censored my comment. I guess what I said must’ve been too much truth for them. So I’m going to say the same

thing here, where I can actually speak without being censored.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the VAERs data on the CDC’s own website, deaths related to eu shots for the years 2018-2020 on average were

about 100 people per year in the USA. If you check the stats for 2021, the number of people dead from eu shots is over 84,000

and counting.

They have obviously switched out the normal eu shots, with something else, and failed to inform the public of this.

Combine this information with the video above, and it should be apparent what they are up to.

Don’t be deceived by men, Big Pharma, or the corrupt Governments of this world. They are working together in lock-step to bring

about what the Bible calls “The Beast”  - A global Empire ruled by the Anti-Christ who forces the world to accept his mark and

worship him, or die.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM
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Our agents and their co-conspirators in the private sector wallow in coneicts of their own making.

On one hand, they call for smaller populations in all countries. On the other, they work to eood the countries most capable of solving

problems with third world populations.

On one hand, the call to have everyone live in cities, to stop urban sprawl they say pollutes the earth. On the other, they call to spread

the populations of nations across foreign lands.

In short, they are self serving imbeciles consumed by greed and self importance.  Unlike the populations the Bible would have us build,

they promote their like, who made it to the top of the food chain by pure luck and grift.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The two blatantly obvious causes of illness and death missing from this list are EMF's and vaccines. Lest we forget, vaccines contain

numerous toxins.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../emfs-5g-vaccines-the-real-causes
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Good link Krofter, Yes, vaccines kill and cause serious diseases and create an artiWcial and short-lived defense that has no

comparison with the natural defense of a healthy body that is attacked by a virus will achieve a true natural immunity. People

are realizing that drugs do not heal the body, and create resistant bacteria, and allow the underlying cause to worsen, which is

usually chronic ineammation, which, along with other toxins, enhances a serious danger of serious manifestations of Covid -19.

The biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied

the relationship between coronavirus and the location of 5G networks. The microbiology specialist links the technology of these

telecommunications networks with the enhancement of COVID-19. He claims that there is a cause and effect, as a result of

extensive research.

Payeras drew up a map of the countries, regions and even small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus.

And he speciWed if these locations had 5G equipment. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear,

compelling and irrefutable relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis

also ensures that this technology weakens the immune system and makes its inhabitants more likely to be infected.

www.change16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potenciacio..
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In this link several scientiWc articles on the effect of electromagnetic Welds and blood clotting. The result of the studies carried

out allowed me to draw the following conclusions: 1) Professional contact with electromagnetic Welds had an ineuence on the

changes in the coagulation and Wbrinolytic systems in the people examined. 2) The increase in the activity of the plasminogen

activator inhibitor (PAI-I), the main factor that inhibits Wbrinolysis, is veriWed in both groups investigated. 3) The precise

knowledge about the ineuence of PEM in the examined systems has its prophylactic and epidemiological importance ”.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11320559
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm beginning to believe that the combination of graphene oxide in the jabs and its interaction with EMF's is causing many of the

clotting issues.  Both have a tendency to destructure the water in our cells, which leads to clotting.    

www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/health-issues/the-fourth-phase-of-w..

www.chelseagreen.com/product/cancer-and-the-new-biology-of-water/

Look for my interview with Dr. Tom Cowan about this topic in a few dayssecularheretic.substack.com
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nanidog
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Amen!

👏
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Those toxic stressors deWnitely affect our health, but they also affect dogs' health, and dogs do not transmit Covid (and rarely get it,

and their cases are mild) - veriWed by an Ohio State Univ study. That is because they get enough vitamin D3 to activate the genes for

their mucosal immune system (which is very similar to that of humans and pigs). Dogs' optimal D3 blood level is 100-120 ng/ml, which

most humans will get from a supplement of 10,000-15,000IU/day that costs pennies per day. I recently got in a situation where mild

abrasions on the skin on both lower legs led to my immune system taking a serious hit (veriWed on blood tests). It took me over a

month to track down what was happening, but during that time, I never got a cold, eu, or Covid. I maintained my D3 blood level of 110

ng/ml the entire time, and my mucosal immune system protected me from Covid even then.
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Randyfast
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Please stop referring to covid as a "pandemic".  There was never a viral pandemic - not even close!
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rrealrose
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Noticed several doctors are now calling it an epidemic instead. Hopefully, this terminology will catch on and the entire theatrical

event can be substantially downplayed. Add'l - A better description may be borrowed from Mike Yeadon who called this an

institutional epidemic, something that hits primarily inside hospitals, nursing homes, prisons, airplanes, any large group setting

where air handling and outside air exchange may not be great, yet people are living collectively. This turns most of this planned

in advance, over-response into the theater of the absurd.
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Elizabeth Warren (Pocahontas) is a lying slug. Everyone who is Literate knows this. Don’t worry about her, just be vocal and Expose her

and her friends in the deep state whenever possible.
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One thing that comes to mind as a result of the unseemly evidence of medical fraud that has been revealed, is how careful we now

must be to prevent illness and avoid injury. Because we can no longer trust the medical establishment which is directed to conform to

policies that are hostile to patients' health and well-being. Like being admitted to a hospital with a fracture, being PCR tested positive

for C-19, and ending up intubated and dying. The mRNA inoculation imperative has become a threat to everyone regardless of their

level of vulnerability to disease, and that is heightened by the false social stigma of "pandemic of the unvaccinated." The government,

the MSM, and the range of institutions that are promoting this dastardly program are clearly the enemy of the public that must be

fought or disregarded. Our allies are people like Dr. Mercola who help us to recognize the enemy and enable us to practice healthy

living.
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Another concern, if you want to worry even more, is staing shortages will be exacerbated by Biden's unconstitutional shot

mandate. Suggest moving to a more positive place, than delving the deep levels of darkness that surrounds most US hospitals

right now.
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Most interesting.  The public nor the News Media want to say anything about Merck and the announcement of The antiviral drug,

Molunapiravir.  Isn't this just a new name given for Ivermectin?  However, Molunapiravir  is now a Patented Drug, so $$$$$ for Merck.

 Ivermectin is not patented and I have to wonder about this information just being about money. Would like some thoughts about this.
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On Monday, the pharmaceutical giant announced to the world that it is launching an “accelerated” Phase 2/3 trial for a “new”

covid prophylactic pill that, oddly enough, sounds like ivermectin under a new name. PWzer says its "new" drug for the Wuhan

coronavirus will act as a "potent protease inhibitor." Ivermectin happens to do exactly the same thing, which is why some now

jokingly call this "new" drug "PWzermectin." The name I think is PF-07321332, a viral protease inhibitor for all betacoronaviruses,

which is the family of which our Sars-CoV-2 is also part. A few weeks ago, the phase 3 clinical trial began; results are expected

in early 2022. It will need to be used together with the antiviral Ritonavir in symptomatic patients prior to hospitalization.

They have sequestered certain elements of real ivermectin and used them to create a new proprietary "drug" that will likely cost

orders of magnitude more than the actual product, generating a massive new proWt stream for PWzer. Meanwhile ivermectin is

hard to come by in North America, even though it has saved millions of lives in India, Brazil and elsewhere where it is available

to the public. www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/pWzer-launches-Wnal-study-covid-drug-that..  .

It is about patenting antivirals to Wll BigPharma's pockets. Molunapiravir deWned as a prodrug, which is a molecule that, after

being processed by human cells, becomes an active ingredient. Initially used for the eu, molnupiravir is also intended to be used

for Covid. The trials have reached the third phase, the results of which are expected by the end of the year. It should be taken at

the beginning of the Wrst symptoms, to alleviate the severity of the disease.
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Gui, Its faster than that. Here's a link to a bbc news article from yesterday, looks like Merck is shorting the trials to get this into

approvals faster: www.bbc.com/.../health-58764440  Still, how much sense does it make to take a pill to treat a relatively mild

virus that a detoxed human should not (ever?) need/require/demand? In a perverse analysis, pills make more sense than

jabbing every arm in the world, instead of removing far and away excess food toxins, reducing toxins in drinking water, air and

reducing EMFs from the environment. Of course, toxifying or poisoning humans and animals appears the overarching agenda,

starting at least 30 years ago.

And now, with a lot of hospital workers either Wred or about to be Wred, response focus needs to change quickly to early

prevention rather than hospital stays. Funny thing about that potential "about-face" or turn around.
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I will tell you the cause of pandemic is. 501c3 pastors across American soil. The prophets of BAAL. In the name of the Lord, the

Judgment begins with them. I come out, expect pastors to drop dead across American soil who fail to vacate their positions as I bring

the Lord to take His place among His people. These prophets of BAAL who do not know the Lord are the Wrst to be Judged. Let the

Judgment begin. Acts of God begin in massive power as I come forward. Judgment begins at the house of the Lord. I am not coming

out to "play church" but to bring Judgment upon the prophets of BAAL.

They will drop dead across American soil as I emerge to take back the Lord's house whom they have deWed. I will go apocalyptic in

zeal for the Lord laying hold of the rod of iron. God is not mocked. The prophets of BAAL have allowed this tyranny to rise and God will

deal with them Wrst. The Lord is calling me to come forward. And I am coming forward with the rod of iron in hand. Judgment begins

at the house of the Lord.

Ezekiel 34:1 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, 2 Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and

say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God unto the shepherds; Woe be to the shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves! should not the

shepherds feed the eocks? 3 Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: but ye feed not the eock.... 16 I

will seek that which was lost, and bring again that which was driven away, and will bind up that which was broken, and will strengthen

that which was sick: but I will destroy the fat and the strong; I will feed them with judgment.

This is why they don't want God to come. The 501c3 pastors are communists. God is not a communist. He does not unite with the

State. His Kingdom is not of this world. And. I will not hold back His wrath and judgment. How can these pastors bring God's

protection FROM the State? They are one with the State. I will bring God in Spirit.
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OnederWoman
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This is satanic madness going on here. These MK Ultra programmers are now deWning "all death" as "COVID". Everything is "COVID".

Everyone who dies dies of "COVID". So the MK Ultra programmers have stoked up fear of death as an obsession worldwide. And offer

the elixir of "COVID vaccines" as "eternal life". This is a full blown satanic cult religion coming on the horizon taking shape here.

Because anyone who has objectivity can see the madness of the satanic obsession religion. No one with objectivity believes that

stripping all freedom from the human race is "going to save people" from all "COVID Death"  A bizarre totalitarian satanic religion is

rising at the level of Jim Jones and his prison compound. Where people get a shot like drinking poison koolaid.

This thing has gone off the rails already. The Lord is calling me to come forward. Well. The madness has already set in. Of the

worldwide satanic religion of total destruction of the human race worldwide. I think religious people best not try to tell me "their

version" of what holiness is. Because holiness is the First Commandment. And I am not going to bow down to serve a false god. And

bowing down to serve a false god is all that manmade religion is. How quickly they brush aside the First Commandment. To "play

church" that is nothing more than the machinations of bowing down to serve a false god pastor and the men in the house.

Holiness is knowing God. Nothing more and nothing less. God alone is God. Arising full stature is knowing Him standing on the First

Commandment to exalt no man. And, by God, I will explode His Glory to blow to smithereens any who wants to bow down to serve a

man instead. Either rise with me or 

🔥

. But don't ask me to play church. The satanic empire is rising worldwide. Time is short.
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Too many churches nowadays are little more than gloriWed coffee shops, receiving large amounts of govt funding to support

their programs, which allows them to be controlled by the state. We have lost the "black-robed column" that used to be a guiding

moral light for our nation. They have become social and entertainment centers without a message. Many churches promote

Marxism and "awokeness". If yours is different, that is as it should be. Too often, it is not.

Sadly, I have never been able to rely on churches for assistance with the corporal works of mercy. Here are some examples of

times when I called several churches to ask for help. I asked to use church premises or even just the entry lobby for an hour to

allow families with needy children to pick up free winter hats and gloves, mittens, scarves, but was refused. I asked churches to

notify their parishioners about a nearby free seed swap so poor people could grow a garden and eat, but none did.

 When I was no longer able to pick and deliver free strawberries to a senior home (something they looked forward to every

spring), I asked for help from a church youth group, but was told the girls youth group was too busy with planning their fashion

show to spend an hour picking berries even if I paid the cost. Avoid stained hands. This is shameful. Perhaps one of the most

mercenary incidents was when I asked a pastor to check church cemetery records to let me know where an ancestor was

buried. He refused to do so without a sizeable $donation$.

Incidents like this have been my experience more often than not. Just like with politicians, I most often hear from them when

they want money.  I have seen a lot of preaching, but very little practicing. Also, working with men, who may not have had a good

upbringing, I hear the routine 4-letter words on the jobs, but never spoken in such a harsh manner. It does not begin to compare

to some of the gossip and vulgar language I have heard inside churches claiming to be Christian
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